
West Japan Attractions ALL PASS 
 
 
This pass grants you 9 of West Japan’s must-try experiences within the same ticket 
 
 

1. 1-Day Kaga Bus Tour Ticket 
 

- A round-trip bus tour of Japan’s Kaga Onsen area, also known as the “town of Hot                
Springs” 

- This bus tour takes two distinct routes, the mountain route and the sea route 
- Both routes offer stunning views of the town with over 22 sightseeing areas 
- Must-visit stops here are the Natadera Temple, Yamanaka Urushi-za(lacquerware),         

Daishoji Riverboat Tour, Yunokuni no Mori(50 traditional crafting workshops), the          
Motorcar Museum of Japan, Kaga Fruit Land, and Dainichi-Zakari Sake Brewery           
Museum 

 
 

2. Fukui Prefectural Dinosaur Museum  
 

- Check out over 35 dinosaur skeletons, some of which are found within the Fukui              
prefecture 

- Explore the museum further to discover restaurants, museum shops, dino libraries, and            
special exhibits 

 
 

3. Kyoto Railway Museum 
 

- A deep dive into the history of Japanese railways  
- Take a close-up look at 53 historic train cars, ranging from the ancient steam locomotives               

to modern Shinkansen bullet trains 
- Tour the Kids park, restaurants, and museum shop at this museum 

 
 

4. Toei Kyoto Studio Park 
 

- The only theme park in Japan that offers you views of filming of period dramas (jidaigeki                
films) 



- Part of this studio was converted into a studio park open to general public 
- Stroll around and enjoy being on a studio film set 

 
 

5. SAKUYA LUMINA 
 

- Famous for its night walks through a well-lit park, immerse yourself in the natural beauty               
of this experience 

- This magical environment is suitable for families and explores the universal language of             
“smiling” 

 
 

6. Abeno Harukas  
 

- At a sweeping height of 300 meters, Harukas 300 observatory offers undisputed            
panoramic views of Osaka 

- Kintetsu department store offers a shopping paradise for all visitors 
- Immerse yourself in this experience that combines art galleries, office buildings, and            

hotels 
 
 

7. Kojima Shuttle Bus Ticket & Denim Handmade Experience 
 

- Discover the place where denim was first created locally  
- Explore denim shops like Betty Smith Jeans Museum, and Denim indigo dyeing & ink              

dyeing factory 
- Take part in a dyeing experience at an Indigo dyeing workshop 

 
 

8. Fishery Introduction and Visit Itsukushima Shrine at Sea 
 

- A unique boat tour that gives you an introduction on fishery  
- View the charming Itsukushima Shrine from aboard the shimmering waters 
- Learn how oyster became the most famously produced seafood in Hiroshima 
- View oyster rafts and visit Shimadasuisan to try their world-famous oysters 

 
 



9. Round-Trip Setoda Pass  
 

- A round-trip journey from Onomichi to Setoda by boat and bus 
- Tour Onomichi on your own for its gorgeous temples (over 25)  
- Visit Senkoji, the most popular temple of the lot during cherry blossom season 
- Tour Setoda to your heart’s content and discover this significant shipping port 
- Visit Kojo-ji, a stunning temple of both Chinese and Japanese architectural styles 

 


